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Story

Fulminate finale of the epic Sword fantasy trilogy: After he has finally freed the island Andobras, Rai sails on

to Seewaith. Here he uncovers the evil doings of the Citkirche: the servants of the Sun God have extended

their influence across the entire world to gather the people of the East lands for a battle of hereto unknown

dimensions. Arden and Arton will lead the enormous legions into battle with their mighty swords of

Thousand Storm and Fire XXX. Their single enemy is the last and most powerful of all dragons. By his

death the head of the church will repent an age old sin and move the gods to return to earth. Too late the

half brothers discover the identity of their true enemy and thus the invincible castle Arch Themur, the Shield

of the Gods, becomes the last bastion in the battle for the survival of all mankind.

Michael Rothballer

Michael Rothballer's favourite pastime during his childhood was the discovery of new and strange worlds.

Accordingly, he became a scientist. He studied biology and today works at a science laboratory. In his spare

time he writes science mysteries and thrillers. This is his second most favourite pastime and his stories are

another way of discovering new worlds.
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More titles in this series

Legacy of the Swords - Fire Bender (Vo. 2) Legacy of the Swords - Thousand Storm (Vol 1)
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